
INDIVIDUAL-BASED COMPOSITE TEAMS FOR 'B.G.'

This is a system for rating individual players of any era and placing them

into squads of sixteen, and from those ratings and the in-built positional

Ratings arriving at an Attack and Defence Rating for 'BG', which can be

converted to 'Soccer Replay' and 'Full Time' in the usual way, if necessary.

The player ratings also provide the basis for allocating scorers in 'B.G.'

POSITIONAL RATINGS

Your squad must contain one goalkeeper (only) but the fifteen other

places can be filled by any number of the remaining 'Positional Roles'

(henceforward 'PR'). Each PR is 'valued' for both Defence and Attack

(the higher the better) so, for example, by packing your squad with

defenders you can create a defence-minded team, or, conversely, with

more attackers (strikers, wingers, attacking mid-field players) you can

produce a team with a strong attacking potential. The PR values (PRV)

are as follows:-

       DEF ATT

Goalkeeper   4   0

Wing-back   2   2

Defender   4   0

Defensive mid-fielder   3   1

Attacking mid-fielder   1   3

Winger   1    3

Striker   0   4

INDIVIDUAL RATINGS

Individual players are rated (IR - Individual Ratings) for PR, Defence and 

Attack (from 0 (lowest) to 15 (highest)) and for Goal-scoring (by 

description, one of seven that eventually produces a GSR (Goal-scoring 

Rating) of between 0 and 20. We will explain GSR later.

For ease-of-use reasons we allocate IRs on a scale of 0 to 15. These are

actually divided by 10 before being added to the approrpiate PRV but it is

easier to think of a player as being 'valued' for Attack, say, as 12, rather 

than 1.2. A few examples will hopefully make the rating method clear:-

Wayne Rooney    AMF-8-13-10  Pen.



He is designated as an Attacking mid-fielder (not really a Striker these days

so this is the most appropriate PR), Defensively he is rated at 8 (which is 

high

for an AMF but reflects the hard and efective work he puts in inside his own

third of the pitch), 13 for Attack (approaching the top rating and reflecting 

his

frequent 'assists' and excellent build-ip play) and 10 for Goal-scoring, using

the descriptive 'slot', 'Frequent scorer', which converts into a rating of

10-12 at your discretion. The 'Pen.' tag tells us that Rooney is a designated

penalty taker - if you have more than one designated penalty taker in your 

squad you should show a percentage roll split between them.

NOTE  In assessing the GSR via the descriptions provided below you must

            ignore goals from the penalty spot.

Gareth Bale   WB-9-12-12

Wing-back, 9 for Defence, 12 for Attack, 12 for goal-scoring ('Frequent 

Scorer').  An exceptional wing-back with great attacking flare and a good

scoring record. 

Pepe Reina    GK-12-5-0

The 12 represents his basic GK skills, the Attacking 5 his astute passing

that sets up counter-attacks. Normally a GK would get a lower Attacking

rating, for example Joe Hart probably only merits a 2 for Attack and

many others would get a 0.

Nobby Stiles (for those who can remember the England 1966 World Cup

winning sqaud) :-    DEF-13-1-1

Tough defender (we don't rate for fouls, Yellow Cards, etc.!), low

contribution to attacks, and 'Rarely scores' for the final 1.

John Terry - DEF-14-4-5

Strong defender (14), 4 for Attacking as he often joins in, and 5 for

goal-scoring ('Moderate scorer'), mainly from corners and dead-

ball situations.

Combining these Ratings with the PRVs, after dividing the IRs by 10,

would produce:-



GK  Pepe Reine          5.2 - 0.5 - 0

WB Gareth Bale        2.9 - 3.2 - 12

Def Nobby Stiles      5.3 - 0.1 - 1

Def John Terry        5.4 - 0.4 - 5

AMF Wayne Rooney  1.8 - 4.3 - 10   Pen.

If this was just a 5-man squad adding up the GSRs produces 28,

and Rating them as goalscorers for BG would result in:-

1-43   Bale

44-46   Stiles

47-64   Terry

 65-00   Rooney

The IRs HAVE to be subjective, but the intention is to issue lists of

players with their IRs as rated by us, to provide a nucleus for some

of your squads, and to put down a bench mark for your own Ratings.

Of course, ignore our suggestions if you have your own strong opinions,

they are intended only to set you on your way.

COMPILING THE TEAM RATINGS

Having determined IRs and GSRs for your squad members, list them

(in any order you like) with the IRs added to the PRVs as we have done 

above for our rather short-handed 5-man squad. The rest is easy but you 

may need a calculator.

The squad's Defence Rating for BG is calculated by adding up all the

Defence Ratings, dividng by 10, and deducting the answer from 6.

Example :- Squad's Defence total is 37.3, divided by 10 = 3.73,

                 deduct from 6.00 = 2.27.

The Squad's Attack Rating requires you to add up all the Attack

Ratings and divide by 20. 

Example :- Squad's Attack total is 41.5, divide by 20, = 2.07.  

What you have calculated so far are the Neutral Ground Team Ratings.

If you are giving your composite team a home you will need Home and

Away Ratings separately.

Adjust the Defence Rating by deducting 0.25 from the Neutral Ground

Rating for your Home Defence Rating (subject to a minimum of 0.25),



and for the Away Defence Rating add 0.25.

For Attack add 0.25 to the Neutral Ground Rating for the Home Rating,

and deduct 0.25 for the Away Rating (subject to a minimum of 0.25).

SUGGESTED USES FOR YOUR COMPOSITE TEAMS

Obviously you can create a number of squads and use them in cup or

league competition amongst themselves. Alternatively you can create

ATG national teams drawing players from all era. A third uggestion, which

can be quite fun, is to create a squad and slot it into an actual League,

substitutin it for one of the real-life teams and taking over their fixtures.

DESCRIPTIONS OF GOAL-SCORING POTENTIAL

Select the description that best fits the player, and select

his GSR from the range suggested (if appropriate):-

NEVER SCORES - 0

RARELY SCORES - 1

NOT A REGULAR SCORER - 2 to 3

MODERATE SCORER - 5 to 7

FREQUENT SCORER - 10 to 12

PROLIFIC SCORER - 15 to 18

VERY PROLIFIC SCORER - 19 to 20


